Muttenz, 12 April 2018

THOMMEN NOW OFFERS
COCKPIT AND MISSION DISPLAY MANUFACTURING SERVICES

THOMMEN AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT AG is proud to announce the recent completion of its state-of-the-art ISO class 5 cleanroom and display manufacturing line at the company’s headquarters in Muttenz, Switzerland.

THOMMEN is expanding its range of services with a first-class display manufacturing capability, allowing to cut LCDs (liquid crystal displays) into the desired sizes, for tailored applications in aircraft cockpits or mission systems. LCD Displays can be physically reshaped or resized for special avionics integrations, where off-the-shelf products often do not meet customer specifications.

With its full air conditioned clean cell, THOMMEN can now provide dust-free lamination and assembly for avionic and mission displays, but also for other kinds of sensitive equipment, under strict temperature and humidity control, in compliance with the most stringent standards in the industry.

Benefit from our renown Swiss high precision manufacturing and get in touch with our team to get more information on our latest products and services.

About us:
THOMMEN AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT AG has been supplying the global aircraft industry with Swiss quality aircraft instruments for civil and military applications for over one century.

THOMMEN is a world-leading manufacturer of first-class mission equipment, air data computers and displays, digital clocks and chronographs for helicopters, fixed wing aircraft and UAVs. THOMMEN also offers superior aviation qualified flashlights.

The entire product line serves both the OEM production of new aircraft as well as the retrofit market for existing fleets.

As a certified manufacturer and MRO provider, THOMMEN supplies interior lighting and unique cabin protection bags, used for lithium-ion battery fires in electronic equipment.

For information regarding our services, please get in contact with sales@thommen.aero. For more corporate information, please visit: www.thommen.aero.